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Computers-The Wailing W ~
BY J. A. MEYER
~

A description of tAe I1I:ruggle to accomplish cryptanalysis by machine.
INTRODUCTION

Computers are a new kind of crypt.analytic clerk which have, in the
past five years, become the focus of a constellation of ideas, spectacular
feats, and misunderstandings at NSA. Popular c1ich6s, ". . . solved
by the computer", l< • .• rood by the computer", subtend the difficul~ and fascinating process of machine cryptanalysis, and assign II.
halo of achievement to the dominant concrete element, the computer:,
Il8 if it were in some way deserving of praise or bl8Jlle for the results it
produces. For people engaged in the facts of mechanization, !.his illusion does not persist; tha computer is seldom more than a convenient
scll.pegoat, and it is the aim of this paper to describe 80me of the
problems, ideas and people involved in the development of a cryptanalytic machine attack, and its consequent machine progr8Jll.
1. J'ACTORS III IIECHAlllZATlON

Ths machines, the people, and the nature of the cryptanalytic
problem determine the success of a mechanization.
1.1

Machine Oharaeuristic8

A computer is a large electronic machine. Electromechanical
devices such as tape readers, typewriters, and magnetic tape units
transfer information in and out of the machine. .A. memory unit
stores a set of numbers. All processes and data are represented in a
computer as numbe1'8. A switching network provides.an arithmeticlogical unit, and coiltrol system. .A computer functions by reading
ins~ructioDJl in its memory, and performing aimple operations in its
arithmetic-logical unit. Its particular value Ilea in its ability to perform a)}y sequence of simple operations in any specified order. This
distinguishes it from special-purpose machines for which the function
and logical organization are fixed at the time of construction. The
task of specifying sequences of operations is called programming.
The outstanding logical characteristic of digital computers is that they
can be progro.mmed. This is alBa their principal weo.knesa; they must
be progrommed.
1.2 The Technical People .
When an attempt is made to mechanize a problem, three kinds of
specialists are involved: the cryptanalyst, the methods analyst, and
the programmer.· The cryPtanalyst starts a project by conceiving
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The inachine and programs for setting are usually' simple and, functional, and are often successful. Recovery ,is a more difficult problem to mechanize because'exhaustive trials can never be used, and
instead, &II attack must be devised.' Some of the most striking
advances in the past few yetlXB have been made in the development of
machine recoveries, but the attacks and programs are much more
sophisticated and require much more thought and effort than the
setting techniques.
1.4 Theltka
To attempt mechanization of a problem, a state, of knowledge must
be reached in which exact hypotheses can be formulated. An exact
hypothesis is a question which can be accorded a yes-or-no answer
after an experiment. It is the cryptallalys~'s job to'sift the eViden.ce,
and evolve such a hypothesis. This requires extremes of observatIon
and insight, and will probably be permanently beyond the power of
any machine.
1.5 The Method
The development of an iterative system of trials is the essence of
mechanized cryptanalysis. Many successful cryptanalysts are unable to express'in simple terms the techniques they use for solving
problems even though they' may, through worksheets and sign language, be able to communicate enough of the idea so that other
cryptanalysts are able to derive equivalent methods, In devising a
system of trials, the methods analyst cannot rely on simply constructing 'an analogue of the hand method, because frequently
, so-called hand methods are really conceptual feats of strength, accompanied by doodling.' To suit a machine, an attack must be reducible
to a simple, exact routine with {\ large volume of work.' UJ:liess the

of an experiment. If the experiment cannot be carried'out by Iiand,
he Play seek machine aid. The methods analyst, who is introduced
t.<> the problem at this point,' must decide if the experiment can be
done by machine, and if so, he must invent some workable method.
A methods analyst is usually a cryptanalyst ofability and experience
who also pqssesses a special flair for transforming vaguely expressed
analytic ideas int.<> exact logical procedures which can be represented
on a machine. The programmer must invent a way of representing
the logical procedure on a computer,l and one of his most Challenging
responsibilities is to discover as quic1cly as possible an efficient representation, and produce a timing estimate which is not wrong by more
,"than a factor of five or ten. This is frequently a very difficult thing to
,do, but it m,ay be the most significant single fMtor in deciding whether
to pursue an attack or not.
1.3 Status of the Problem
Cryptanalytic problems which are solved usually pass through
three, stages of development; diagnos18, in which the nature of the
encipherment is discovered; recovery, in which components, wheels,
key, code groups, etc. are "earned"; and setting, in which the relation
of the known elements to a particular message is sought.' Because of
the labo~ous routine, which not only bores the analyst, but frequently IS too large to carry out by hand, setting has become the
classical machine attack, and exhaustive trials the classical method.
I By ffrepresenting" we do not ordinarily mean construoting or simula.ting an
cxa.ct ana.logue, but rather, abstracting certain eharacteristios of the problem or
mechanism into an illformatioD matrix (a set of funotion tables and relationships)

which

ca~

be manipulated to give the elIect of the obiect. For example, a wired

rotor enCiphers by conducting a ourrent through 9. wire. We do not make an
~nalogue of the wire and simul&te the current flow in terms of electrioal equationsj
instead we designate the rotor input as a. linea.r ooordina.te and the rotor output
B8 8. number. The characteristic of rotor.eocipherment. in which we are interested is a transfer Crom a point in 8P~C: to a. point in space, and this can be repr~
sented by a. function tabl~: A good- representation is simple and accurate.
2 A simple example of this is monoalphabetic substitution.
Starting '\'(,ith raw
traffic, ~lld p~rhaps some knowledge of the underlying plain te,'tt, the cryptaneJyst
determInes by frequency counts, or repeats, or SOIlle other obvious characteristic

of the cipher text, that monoalphabetic substitution is a likely encipherment
system. He then tri~ to recover the substitution, and if he succeeds, this: confirms th.c dia.gnosis. ·He may also discover, after solving 8. few messages, tlui-t a.
small family of substitutions is being used. for the daY'8 traffic a.nd he then tries
pla?ing known alphabets into new messages. This la.st is a s~ttiog problem, in
whIch all the components are known. On a higher level, diagnosis may consist
in proving tha.t a four-digit code is enciphered. by additive key. Recovery ma.y
involve earning new code groups _and key from messages in depth, and when

enough key and code bave been recovered by hand; it may be possible to try
s~t~ing

messages by sliding all reoovered key against each message,. and recog__

nIzmg good placements.
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• The impracticability of exhaustive ).rials in recovery is easily illustrs.t&d. by
t·

the c..e of mODoalph.betic eubstitution. The simplest method would be to try
261 alpha.bets. and recogni~ the Te8ultiDg plain tex.t. If t.he tri&ls were carried
out. at the rate of-tO e alphabets/second, it would take over one trillion years to
complete the testing on one message; a.nd if a Ba.yes fa.ctor Mating system were
used to rejf;\ct null trials, & large Dumbe{ of r&ndo~ trials would outscore the
oorrect answer. Given fifty groupe of ciphoI text, a. hand worker could recover
the correct alph80bet in a Bhort time.
-Ii AD example of & non-iterative task i'5 Teading a. depth.
A depth is a.. pair of
messages which are enciphered by the same key. Where neither key nor code is
known. the solution requires a. knowledge of la.nguage, a hunch about context.,
tlnd a. feeling for believable plain text. Erlreme1y g~od guesses are a.lso a. help.
For 8 task like this, the expeTieneed depth rewer is unchallengeable.
I: A classical iteration is slide-running, in which all recovered key is tried sgainst
all new messages. and the underlying code. if any, is recognized. The urne
operations, differencing and recognition, are performed over and over on ea.ch
message, aDd the fUliction t8.bles (key and oipher and codebook) permuted
exhaustively. In this sort of task, a machine is unequaUed.
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task is rOUline, it cannot be done·at all, and unless there ~ li. fair
volume of work, it may not be worth doing by machine, since the
program may be more difficult than the process.
1.6 The Program
The outstanding characteristic of a computer program is its inflexibility. Sometimes programs are also very complex, but the
function of a program is a purposeful calculation, and a program in
operation is always a special-purpose mechanism which uses the
components of a general-purpose machine to perform a particular
pl·ocesa. A frequency-counting routine will only do counting; it
cannot be used for slide-running. A decipherment ·routine will only
do a particular kind of deeiphetment, such as modular addition, and
. cannot also do Plo.yfair or Vigenere substitution. Beca.use apy'
features of flexibility in a program require additional thinking and
effort to incorporate, programmers clJJltomarily write till'- most inflexible program possible, since this involves the least work and chance
·of error, and·offers great advantages in efficiency and compactness.
A program is usually accomplished in two distinct phases, eolution
and 'executi9n. In solving a program, the progrllJtlJJler invcs'tigates a
number of different ways of representing. processes, and concentrates
on the ideas, the statement of the problem, and the invention of
"programming tricks" to increase the efficiency or flexibility of the
progr~m. It is much easier to change an idea than to rewrite a page
of codmg, so the programmer mal<es an effort to avoid exact commitments until he is sure all the planning is completed. Executing the
program is a feat of construction in which the' ideas a.re reduced to an
llXtl.ct Sl'-t of nlllllbers which will dirllCt the mMhine through a specific .
?rocess. What the machine lacks, in compa.rison with the human clerk,
IS any degree of understanding, i. e., the ability to follow general
directions. Hence the programmer must specify every detail exactly,
correctly and completely.
The program script is a special obstacle in any machine attack. The
cryptanalytic idea, the iterative method, the programming tricks,
aU represent logical achievements in (hl'- ~ttack, and Me frequ"ntly
the result of considerable cunning and insight; but once the ideas
have been evolved, writing them down is usually a simple process-at
most a few days work. The program script is opposite in the extreme.
A pr?gram w!tich can be described and understood in a few minutes may
reqUIre a SCrLpt of thoUBSDds of lines of coding, and the progratiltner,
for months on end must pursue a single, fixed id·ea. The completion
of a large program script is usu!J.Uy accompanied by a feeling of UD~rtain relief. The minimum requirement for accuracy is abSolute
perfection, aud a cOOing-error rate of one part in a thousand will
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nle.k~ a program completely unworkable.

An uncompromising rereading of the script will remove a large number of "bugs" before the
program is .tried on the machine, but the programmer can hardly
bring himself t,o go back through all that codmg ags.i.n. At the same
time he knows that the bugs he does not remove by hand may
frustrate him for weeks on the machine. "Thus consCience doth ... n
2. A SAMPLE. PRO~LEM

In .order to describe the. mterplay of the technical and human
factors iulterent in mechanization, a sample case history has been
invented.
2.1 Description oj the Problllm
.AD. electromechanical key generator has been completely recovered
except fbr· the current output stecker.' A message is enciphered by
adding key (mod 26) to the text. The key is generated by a threewheel cipher machine with a restricted set of input steckers, and a
variable output stecker. The cycle of the key generator is 4 X 10'
characters, for each input stecker. The messages are 50grouPS long,
8Jld th" first group of each message is steckered key with. no text
added. The messages use the key in sequence for a month,' then make
a new start in the key cycle, with a change of output stecker. The
beginning key group is used to locate messages correctly in the key
cycle in esse of transmission errors, or loss. of a message. Th~ underlying text is plain language, which is lmown ~'Ild fully catalogued.
2.2 Descripti07l of the People

The cryptanalyst is a unit head, a hand workerS who has figured
prominently in the solution and recOvery of the enciphering device.
He has no speciol mathematical training, nnd is completely naive
about machines and machine methods. He' would 1ik~ computer help,
but is skeptical. The methods analyst is a junior msthemstiei":,, •
who has been applying formulae' to another problem, and tal<ing
courses in cryptanalysis for three years. He has acquired ll. ps.ssable
vocabulary, tal<en a machine orientation course, and sponsored a small
program for statisticu computation which waS never completed.
This is his first try at .. plaintext problem. The programmer holds a
BS in mathematics, has been expo~ed to eight weeks of cryptanalysis
in training school,...nd has been learning progrll.mming for siX months.
~eokel' is a single 8tage SUbstitution wbteh does DQt change during a ma.chine
setup. It is frequently represented in .cipher machines by a 26 x 2 plugboard.
The 26 input points are connected by wires to the 26 outputs in 60me arbitrary
sequence, for m:a.mple, A:X, B:Q, . .. Z;F, and these oonnccti.on& can btl chs.nged.
periodicaUy by the operator. A wired whe~l is.& paokaged subStitution unit in
whioh & Bet of input and output commutator pointa are connected by wires, like
~he stecker plugging, but for logieal reasons the wiring is usually permanent.
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He has done a few small practice routines, hut this is his lWt oper"
tiona! program.
2.3 Srotement of the Problem
The problem is to set the first message of the month, and recover
the output stecker. From this start the rest of the month's traffic
can be read by hand.
2.4 The Idea

Encipherment is the result of trausmitting a. current thl"ough a Dumber of wheels
juxtaposed in series. A current flowing through a three wheel maze travels from
the input to the output of the first wheel, through 80nie fixed conta.ct to the input
point of the second wheel, and so on in series, until a closed circuit is completed
between 60me input source .and some output point. Thus:.

INPUT
(b)(1)
(b)(3)-50 USC 403
(b)(3)-18 USC 798
(b)(3)-P.L.86-36

OUTPUT

LWHEELSJ
Fig. 1.
The wheels are usually permuted to each new setting by mechanical action, and
for this reason they a.re so constructed .that the change of setting does not disable
the circuits~as by opening a switoh-but changes. the effeot of tile serial sUbstitution. The mecha.nical action is called stepping, and the number of successive
steps before the BaIne encipherment effect recura is called the cycle of the machine.
The key generation ca.n be represented as. (Input ~ S M F E:-.Key) where E de5ig~
nates the output stecker, and S M F (slow, medium, and fast) stand for the three
wheels.
r This is called fltailing", the messages following one another without intermis..
sion or overlap! like elephants holding each others tails.
8 The band cryptana.lyst a'volves his solutions by heuristic experiment, insight
and Ilcheating". The machine cryptana.lyst designs 8. simple, honest procedure,
and when the trials have been oarried out, he surveys the results.
g A junior mathematician usual~y arrives with an MS degree, a.nd some specialization in a field of mathematics totally unrela.ted to cryptanalysis
10 The key can. be generated through three wheels, S, M, and P. The actual key
used in the m.essage is a substitution of this:f(E2• K)=]{', K'+P=(J.

./ .....

'15
(b)(1)
(b)(3)-50 USC 403
(b)(3)-18 USC 798
(b)(3)-P.L.86-36
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2.5,6 Secondary Te8ting Procedure

.h..The methods analyst. feelsh. that everything is taken care of and
".~

1lil

,nO,

IS

o;~~,,,

neeueu now IS we program.

2.6 The Program
The programmer is usually kept ou t of a problem until the people
concerned with the cryptanalysis feel that all the thinking has been
done.
2.6.1

.,

Oommunication

The methods anoJ.yst is impatient to see concrete results emerge
from his now perfect attack, and he harries the powers that be to have
a programmer assigned to the task unmediately.
.
In an 'exceedingly
short time, perhaps only two or three weeks, he is notified that a
programmer will be sent, and only ten days later the programmer is
lild into the section.

t
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(5)(3)~OUS~ 403
(5)(3)-18U$C798
(5)(3)-P.L.86f36

The methods anll,lyst, in the interest of efficiency and quick results,
dispenses with any unnecessary explanation of the problem and the
idea, and races through a detailed description of the rot,act process
he wants the machine to do. He then asks, "How fast will it run?",
and "How soon can you have it done?" and leans back, waiting
for an answer. The programmer, feeling he should break the silence
in some way, says, "I" don't know," and then, without apparent
premeditation, asks, "What do you want the program to do?"
"Under careful grilling the programmer reveals that he does not
understand the least bit. of the cryptology nor the cryptanalysis,
/lnd in fact has never heard terms like "stecker", "three wheel cycle",
"isomorphic poker hand", and "wheels not on a true base" in his life.
Amid cries of despair, the methods analyst settles down to the ta.sIt of
drilling the idea.s into the programmer's head, and he is doing fairly
well in explaining the nature of electromechanical encipherment,
steckers, and additive arithmetic until one of the hand workers, in a
helpful mood, begins explaining to the methods "analyst the proper
method for explaining wired wheels.
AIl those present then unite efforts in a semantic log jam, trying
to convince each oth~r that a simple' device lilm a wired rotor is best
represented as a square, no, a strip, no, an inverse, converse, encipher,
decipher table, no, aJ;l. abstraction of rotating points in space, no, ..
Listening. to the raised voices and supercB pital crypto-idioms,
you've got to correct the twist .. ", " ... you can't 'use
strips in a machine . ,", " . . . but what happens when you step the
F?", the programmer is apt to undergo a serious ignorance trauma.
He hopes that it will.soon be time for lunch .. .Is
•
2.6.2 System Design
After a few more hours of help the progmmmer is able to reeite
back the setting and testing procedure well enough to try writing the
pl'ogJ.'am. At his own desk he sketc~h.!l!esl...,;°w..Jll,;lilJiluwo;:Wl:I:lWli....t.hl:....,
des' n of Il, s 'stem which will han
0

"

0
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After11fE\w days work he has a set of coding which he

~ do the job. This,routine is several hundred.lines of coding

in size, and, using tables whichprEldict the operating time for each
instruction, the programmer caleulatesthEl number of microseconds
required to go through the basic iterat~on or "Ioo!!" for one charaeter.
This basic time is about .001 seconds, so the eomplllt-d
can· be done in about 20 minutes. This estimate is greeted enthusia.stically by the analyst, and in the optimism of the m,oment the
programmer ventures' that he ean eomplete the coding in three weeks.
2.6.4 Strategy and Tactics
The computer being used has" small (1024 cells) high-speed memory,
an auxiliary magnetic drum, and a magnetic tape system. In order
to manage his table storage and secondary testing, the programmer
decides to build his program in several discrete segments, "and to
t;m the mllgllctic drum.
store the major portion of hi~
His cycle control bookkeeping will

••

/

••

i

•
..

tour mmuteS/l!>ere IS alSO an mpm routme anu an output routme
to worry abouti but these are straightforward, and the programmer
defers work on them until the main progr"m is written.
2.6.5/ Writing and Coding
.
.
At this point all the reasonably interesting parts are done. Accurate
timing estimates can be given, and the programmer has familiarized
himself with the functional penetralia. To complete the job he must
execute a great mass of coding: a clerieal feat requiring a eapaeity for
monotonous drudgery and uncompromising attention to detail; the"
kini of exacting toil a person of imagination and intelligence most

2.6.3 Timing
"The w"y the programmer solves the timing problem is to write a
routine ~hich will do the primary part of the progra.m, i. eo, sciln for.
18 This is not really· exaggerated.
even in their own idiom

Cryptanalyats are notoriJ\lsIy in~,r'ti~,~late.
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However, there is no other way of getting the program

20 In the craft, thUs is referred to as ((grinding out the program" I a.nd~s the most
prominent factor in discouraging people hom pursuing programming ~ ~
Progr~mmil1g ordinarily doee not present the inteUeetua.l challenge that cryptan·
alysis does; it is practiced in an environment of facts, rules, exact logic, endless
detail-and generally requires mOte talent for gra.phic formalism than abstraot.
reasoning. At the same time the average program seems (to programmers)
harder to do than the average .crYptanalytic problem. The term "programming"
coven; a. wide ra.nge of skills and t8.$b which va.ry from machine and systems
design to keypunching. Furthermore, the programmer is assigned maximum
responsibility for. his program and frequentJy -executes it as a single~handed
a.chievement, working for months from the statement of the problem through
every detail, of the job till the. results emerge--an unique and rewarding absolutism. Some aspects of programming, partioularly the solution of critical
processes within the exact restrictions of machine hardware and Jogio, are las"
cinating to everyone who tries them. Other Mpects, howover, seem to condition
programmers into n. determined negativism towardl:l their jobs. The dilein.ma
lies in a basio conflict between thinking and coding. In order to convert an
ab6tr~ct idea ifito an operating meohanism, a programmer must think, and code.
Most of a programmer's life is devoted to dev~loping and exeroising exceptional
skills in coding, trivial invention, and memory. The concentra.tion required to
produce pages of correot coding precludes reflection, imagination, or inventive
fantasy, l:Wd so when a. programmer, who usually kn.ows. for montha at a-time
exactly what he must do, finds himself with a. newJ strangeJ a.nd incomprehensible
problem, he may cease work entirely, and stare into space. Outside of NSA
this is referred to as the IlstUpoz: period". The NSA term is Hplanning". It is
during this time that the programmer is trying to think.
This is a justifiable lethargy, since one good idea is worth much more than a
month of coding, but sponsors never understand this sort of unproductive delay;
all they want is results-immediately-and they usually demand hasty action,
whi<:h from. the sponsor's point of view is-the sensible tIling to do. Aside from
the resulting friction, however, the intellectual ha7ia.rd is that the programmer, to
get quick results, will be forced Mt to invent, but rather to use olich~ representations Wllich he is certain will work. It is difficult for sponsors to appreciate the
value of originality until they are stalled on a massive problem whioh oannot be
programmed because no -one has discovered a sufficiently creative representation•
. Programmers who .argue the merits of good ideas over treadmill coding are
regarded as agents provocateurs. Nevertheless, after the ideas have been evolved
and are found functional as well as aesthetioally pleasing, they must be oonverted
into realities of a program soript. Trying to get other people tQ do the 'Work at
this point invoh'es a sev:ere communications problem-the more original the
ideas and.. representations, the more difficult it is to explain them to other people,
especially if the recipients are also naive about .the analytic ideas.
Creath's progr,amming seems practically to exclude the analyst-ooder relationship, and it is much easier and faster.for the programmer to write tne program
himself than to turn it over to others, unless they have an advantage of intel~
Iectual superiority. This is one of. the ha.rd facts of programming, and an ironio
side effect is that as a programmer's skill and strength inorease, the aspects of
programming whioh require thinking become much easier for him, but the coding
tasks retain their intractability.

career.
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2.6.6 Debugging
When all the instructions and tables have been coded a.nd checked,
and the program appears to be finished, there lurk a number of small
~rrors in the script, which are advertised when it is run on t~e conilluter . The most obvious of these can usually be corrected ill a few
weeks and the program may then give the appearance of running
through correctly. This is when the real debugging begins." It is
a discouraging axiom tbat a progr\\ffi can never be proved to be
{lompletely deb\lgged, and the prOcess of detecting, locating, and correcting the more elusive bugs is an exp~rience which is only appredated ,by people who have endured it.
,
2.6.7 Checking Out
.
A completely correct .program ma.y have several vari~bles such as
message length, number of input steckers, output optiOns, and so
forth, for which the boundary conditions must· be proved. The more
inflexible the program, the more easily it is checked out.
2.7 First Re811lts
Not only is the prograIll completed two weeks late, but. in studying
the results of the first hurried run, tbe cr:ypta.ll.ll.lyst uotlces that a.ll
the hits are false, and the key generation is incorrect." The programmer who ,has been congratula.ting himself on finishing the job, turns
livid with shock. The methods analyst regards him with chagrin,
and the handworkers all nod knowingly. The fault is traced to an
incorrect stepping-sequence for one o~ the wheels~ a mismlderstanding
which occurred when the problem was first explamed.
n Debugging is flo contest of logiC and willpower against the idiotic resources of
the machine.' It is not unlike chess in the formal alternation of su<:eess.ive m.oves,
but the special ability tbe macbine hll'l the ability to conceal the occurrence as
well as the oause of erro~. For. example, an ineol"ieet~y &et counter ID.8;Y let a.
routine exceed its geogra.phic limits, and modify a table, which will in turn cause
a wrong'deciphermeht--none of th.is being detectable to the programmer until a.
combination of oi.rcumstances fortuitously eauseB hIm to get a fa.lae hit, or lose 8
correot answer. At thia point he has to determine whioh of his million chp"raetel'B
is wrong, and trace baok through the logical implications and branchpoints of the
program to isolate the inoorrectly set cOlmter.
.
.
Cryptanalysts and other professionals who faoe the machine for the :fir~t time
in programming are usually completely baffted by the problem of deteeting -aUQro
in a dynamic process. This depends upon interrupting the events of the program
at exactly the right point so that the erroneous oalculations and all the Implications
thereof can be traced. At 30,000 computations/secpnd, with millions of ohara(}oo
ters a.nd bits of data. being prooessed, this pinpointing requires. ounn~ng strategy
and judgment. The machine designer can help to aome degree, but the cla6Bioal
solution depends principally on the programmer's Ingenuity and thorough
underst8nding of his program.
It Every program should he made to solve a toy pr~blem ,before oompletion
is Iad vertiaed.

i.
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2.8.3 Extension of Secondary Testing

2.7.1 SUCce88

The tide of battle turns, and after three more days of furious
debugging, the message is run again, and this time, luckily,a bit is
discovered. This is the hour of glory for the methods analyst! ~nd a
long parade of supervisors and colleagues salute his ingenuity, while
he in turn pays generous tribute to the handworkers. A meeting Dext
day, in the flush of victory, decrees revision of the program to meet
new conditiODs.
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2.8.4 Modified Output Format
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2.8.5 New 8pecijicatioWJ

:r.lT Economy

The program which was intended as a casual project has mushroomed into a large production job, and' the programmer seeks some
way to improve the efficiency of his main routine, i. e., generation
and scanning.
.
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2.9.4

"':1'000'"

Fig. 2.

Rebugging

The programmer tackles the job with misgivings, and after a week of
coding, he attempts to connect a group of simple routines into the
eXisting program. This, and the writing of the glorified output routine, are the most unpleasant p&l'ts of the entire job. In reopening old.
hostilities, he discovers that he has forgotten many details a.nd
implications of the previously debugged routines, and a discouraging
succession of t.rivial and obscure errors have to be isolated and
oorrected."
2.9.5 Making the Program Operational
When the program appears to be working, the programmer must
tie up the· loose ends and turn it over to the operations group, who
will run it on the computer. At this time be must prepare lists of
simple instructions for people to follow in preparing the data, running
the program and dealing with the answers. Anticipating human and
machine errors, he must provide routines to restart the program,.
check the running of the program, and check aU the vsriables, such as
messages, steckers, and cribs, which may be loaded' into it. 1'he
peripheral routines for input, output, checking, and reset frequently
require mOre time and work to program than the basic cryptanalytic
process..
2.10 Operational Results
Eventually a. program, consisting of a small inefficient oorea.nd a
patchwork of peripheral routines, is delivered with a sigh of relief.
A massive processing of cribs and messages is immediately undertaken
in a hurried effort to read something. Hours of running time are·
logged, hits are punched out by the thousands, and electromatic typewriters run to destructiOll preparing the worksheets. Great stacks
of printouts are shipped to the sponsor, and clerks grind over the'
. answers, tryillg to force readable text into the reams of inert three.
stecker stops. Finally the backlog is processed, and the programmer
goes up to the crypt; sect;ion to sec.how his answers ars faring.
.. Programs approaeh perfection asymptotically with _ t to thne.
hugging introduc~ a regression. See Fig. 2.
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He 'discovers a lone olerk crwnpling the pages into a burn-bag, and
learns that the problem has crashed to the ground, thc mac~?e hss
been changed, the methods analyst has gone off to another WIng, the
crypt section is busy with efforts at a.new reco~ery, and the messages
hs has run are considered too dilficult to contmue working on vo:hen
there is a good chance they are totally unreadable. The only restdue
is the program, whioh is no longer wanted.

2.11 Epilogu.e

.

A machine attack whioh started off well bogged down, a.nd finally
disintegrated. Why?
2.11.1 The Logical Metkod
The program failed as a machine project because it did not.go far
enough. When the number of answers, or rather the work re.qull·ed to
evaluate them, becomes too great, the answers lire usually glven yery
curaoryhand treatment l'nd tossed ll.Wll.y." Too many answers &l'e
worse thlLn none ILt all, beclLuse the handworkers, if they are not
impeded by .scanning yards of results looking for ':oomething", may
solve the problem by some intuitivs method whICh defies mechanization.
.
From the exploitation viewpoint, if the key generator had not
ohanged I\J)d a few new hits had turned up, greater effort would have
been e~ended on the answers, but the program would still have been
unsatisfactory because of the weakness of the seoondary test and ~e
risk of losing answers from fatigue, a.nd falling behind the machwe
prooessing. In the CaBe of e. SUCC688, further work on the secondary
testing would be imperative, and a good solution would be a great
personal triumph for the analyst. To the programmer, a success
11 The analyst always assumes that h. will be able to recogDhe the right answ~r
at a glance. Unl... the problem Is very ...y, or the attack is very good, thl' IS
Dot true. Th. real test of a 6COriDg system is its ability toisolate a caus~l hypothesis from a great population of triAls. As machine speeds incl"'e9Seoand tru" te.ctora
are multiplied, greatsr exertions must be undertaken to develop adequate ex.
tension and scoring .ystem. early in the design of the attack.
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would mean, at best, an opportunity to make a really efficient and
elegant job of the program to compensate for the dissatisfactions of
the existing miscarriage."
2.11.2 Commu'Ilic(ltions
, After several months .of impatient fuming for results, the crypt
people have come to regard programmers as very obstinate and undependable people who have no grasp of the problem, bother a great
deal about petty details, appear crushed by the slightest change of
plans, and never get jobs done on time. This is not only true-at
least as to· outward manifestations--but a natural consequence 'of the
state of the art. The programmer meeting a new problem is faced
by the double hazards of understanding the ideas, and representing
them to the machine. WlISts, delay and confusion are sure indications
of a poorly stated problem. F'urthermore, in a completed program
the basic cryptanalytic process is usually only a jraction oj the job, and
the calisthenics of input, output and housekeeping, which the analyst
completely disregards, represent the major exertion. The analyst
should make some attempt to understand the probleIllil of packaging,
system design, machine limitations and -efficient representation,
because these factors will force his hand lIS well 'as the programmer's.
2.11.3 Modification
,
A vital technical problem ignored by the methods analyst was the
difficulty of modifying the program. The coding of a program
requires exact commitment of thousands of details of logic and storage,
and is usually achieved as a feat of sustained concentration and
imagination. Successive revision alters the organization of the
program and forces the programmer to rebuild in his imagination all
the details Il.Ud implications of his coding and rememorize the intended
chain of evenf$, in spite of the persistence of earlier commitments.
This is quite difficult jf the program is complex, and a secondary
effect is that it destroys the programmer's feeling for design; blocking
and rejection of the task frequently result. Consequently, a programmer threatened by· modifications prefers to start over rather
32 A programmer can never identify himself with the results of a program, but
only with the mechanism; thus the domina.nt motive which carries him. through a
burdensome program is pride in his work. The SUCOO88 or failure of the a.ttaok is
the responsi.bility of 'the anelyst, and the progre.mmer must u,eeute the progrs.nl
perfectly even when he is certain it is a. dead horse. When this pride or identific!Y
tion i& absent or thwarted the job becomes a. millgtone rather than an achievement,
and the programmer is usua.lly lost. Be ma.y continue to draw pages of numbers,
but he no longer creates.
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than tamper with an old program," just ~ an architect would resist
building a ra.ilway station on the foundation for a doghouse. The
changes in the progra.rn from the simple poker-haud search to the
fruitless cribbing were dictated by the problen;- rather t~an by the
whini of the analyst, but this did not make It any easier for the
programmer.
A completely accurate statement of the problem is the minimm,n
precondition· to the writing of .a program, ye~ unfortunately thIS
accuracy is frequently attainable only after conSIderable cut and try.
aa This is a universal practice when inheriting 8om,eone else's half·coded project,
Qr revisiting a forgotten program of one's .own. The reason is laziness.. A bare
page 'of coding is really an idea reoorded in private shorthand, and thE' remcarna~
tion and understanding of the ides. first requires reoovery of someone else's short-. .
hand system-a valueless achievement. _
One of the harshest sentences a. pl'ogrammeT ea.n l':~ceive is the task of fimshmg
someone else's fiasco. These homeless programsj ~or whioh t~e sponsor !tas
usually abandoned a.U hope, have established amazmg Tecords in. e1e.'P5~ time
between the desire a.nd the delivery. Two or three yea~ del~y 10 fi~18hing 8
program of a few thousand lines is not considered exceptlOnalj m fact It 16 eon..
sidered rather good. Many programs simply wander off and are lost~ Conven..
tionally, when a. pl'ogrammer quits or is promoted out .of u.sef~ serVloe halfway
through a program! the greenest member of the group 18 IJlven the task of

". . . finishing it up."

This may be the tyro's tirst and. Iss! pr~gram, and there

1l.re cryptanalytio sections where the sponsors have mdoctrmated new pro-'
grammers on the same task at monthly intervals.
.
The lo~g delays are· of caune trying to th: eponsors, who .generally ~l:~rClSe
their frustration by preaanting each succesSIVe challenger WIth a new lJst of

desired modifications. Few espects of progromming aro as thankless or unpopular,
and the certain characteristics of a derelict program are that it is uninteresting,
messy, and wanted in a great hurry.
The be.sie problem in hand-me-down programs is communication. A p~~~
grammer's progress through a. job should always be marked by accurate desC!IP-

tion 01 the program, the coding, the ohonges, and the status of t~e deb~?glng.
A workabie system, used outside of NSA, requires that one p~rson In additIOn to
the programmer be familiar with a.nd.responBible for the 60dmg and lOgIC .of the

·program. Ordsrly and exaoting methods such es this will delay the arIlVal of
first results but provide greater insurance. Sponsors usually dlsregard the
merits of o;·derly progress through a large job, and spur the programmers to
stake everything on the ra.ee for the esteemed first results.
First results are usually wrong or insignificant, and ma.y provoke an avalanohe
of modifications.
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8. SUMMARY

It is much more difficult to do cryptanalYBis by machine tha.n by
hand, and even simple problems often conceal pitfalls. SigniliC8Jltly,
the computer pl8.YB no active part in the solution except to carry out
8. chain of operations for which the programmer has correctly specified
every detail. The programming POlleB some special problems in
ingenuity and endurance, but, regardless of the crudene9!l or elegance
of the machine representation, the design of the logical method is the
dominant factor in the euccess of the attack. When the logical
method failil, the program IIinlm with it.
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